2017 UH Math Contest

Results
Exams

Algebra I – 55
Geometry – 74
Algebra II – 89
Pre Calculus – 191
Calculus – 141
Statistics – 78
Physics – 126
Calculator – 160
61 Schools
Algebra I

6. Yi Suo – Fort Settlement MS
5. Joseph Chau – Fort Settlement MS
4. Dylan Yu – Quail Valley MS
3. Hursh Jha – The Village School
2. Ray Jang – Quail Valley MS
Geometry

6. Ethan Jiang – Seven Lakes JH
5. Sreeja Thipreddy – Quail Valley MS
4. Joseph Chau – Fort Settlement MS
3. Amogha Pokkulantra – Quail Valley MS
2. Rich Wang – Quail Valley MS
Algebra II

6. Saleh Ahmad – Harmony School of Advancement
5. Michelle Wong – Quail Valley MS
4. Bella Xu – Fort Settlement MS
3. Stephen Xu – Beck JH
2. Jeremy Zhou – Quail Valley MS
1. Andrew Cai – Quail Valley MS – 31
Precalculus

6. Edward Lu – Cinco Ranch HS
5. Shankar Padmanabhan – Clements HS
4. Andrew Liu – Dulles HS
3. Ethan Zahid – Dulles HS
2. Andrew Cai – Quail Valley MS $
1. Stanley Wei – Dulles HS – 30
Calculus

6. Keven Chang – Clements HS
5. Eric Wu – Clements HS
4. Shreyas Balaji – Dulles HS
3. Rodya Raskolnikov – Clements HS
2. Akhil Sadam – Sadam Home School
1. Sid Muppalla – Clements HS – 25 $
Statistics

6. Leo Dong – Debakey HS
5. Rishi Phatak – Debakey HS
4. Sherry Hu – Stephen F. Austin HS
3. Ted Wu – Plano Senior HS
2. Anish Patel – Dulles HS
1. Akash Kararam – Clements HS – 27
Physics

6. Stanley Wei – Dulles HS
5. Jeremy Zhou – Quail Valley MS
4. Shreyas Balaji – Dulles HS
3. Edward Lu – Cinco Ranch HS
2. Fam Zhan – Clements HS
1. Andrew Liu – Dulles HS - 34
6. Ekin Tiu – Carnegie Vanguard
5. Shankar Padmanabhan – Clements HS
4. Jonathan Feng – Carnegie Vanguard
3. Kevin Chang – Clements HS
2. Bella Xu – Fort Settlement MS
1. Sid Muppalla – Clements HS – 13
Team Project Winners

2. Kemp High School – Team 1 - Courtney Putman, Sarah Farley, Dakota Price, Logan Bray
1. Stephen F. Austin High School - Akash Tarkunde, Alexander Yao, Howard Yong, Alex Zhao
QuickClick Smackdown

2. Edward Lu – Cinco Ranch HS
1. Syamantak Payra – Clear Brook HS
School Sweepstakes

3. Dulles HS
2. Clements HS
1. Quail Valley MS